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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing is recognised as a modern scientific knowledge which permits computing resources, 

information and data to be distributed over the Internet on demand. The resource requests are met in cloud 

computing by building machines in virtual domain with the condition requested on the physical type 

infrastructure underlying.  For better result, it should take less time to place a virtual machine on the underlying 

physical machine. This paper focuses on the improvement on utilization of resources by choosing the strategy of 

best fit with single dimensional in nature. This will lower the costs by using a limited amount of resources and 

reduce the violation in SLA that possibly will happen due to the malfunction in the allocation of all the required 

virtual type machines. This paper established a framework which maximizes the utilization of physical 

infrastructure by the allocation of the required virtual machines efficiently as well as lowers the time required 

for allocation. The main objective of this research is to have a deeper understanding of current methods and 

algorithms to ensure an optimal method for Virtual Machine placement in cloud computing by comparing with 

the existing algorithms such as Greedy First Fit, Ranking etc..The simulation involves all strategies using the 

Cloud Sim toolkit as well as analyzing efficiency, different parameters to identify future directions. 

Keywords:- Cloud Computing, Virtual Machine Placement, Resource Utilization, Data centre, Allocation of 

Resources,, VM scheduling, Reducing SLA Violation. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

To understand the term cloud computing lets first 

analysis the term cloud and computing 

individually. Simply cloud means network. And 

also cloud is something which can provide services 

over network, and compute refers to calculate. 

Finally the term Cloud computing refers to online 

application control, installation and access. It 

provides online storage of data, infrastructure and 

applications.[1] One of the main problems of cloud 

computing is the optimization of the allocated 

resources. Because of the distinctiveness of the 

model, the allocation of resource is to be carried 

out for the purpose of reducing the costs to be 

associated. The other issues of allocating the 

resource are fulfilling the demands of customer 

along with application specifications. [2]In order to 

obtain the greatest level of all the specified 

benefits, the services presented depending on 

resources have to be allocated optimally to 

applications executing in the cloud.  

Virtualization in Cloud Computing- 

In Cloud computing, the allocation of resource is 

recognised as a mechanism to ensure that the 

network of the provider meets the needs of the user 

properly. In addition to this promise for developers, 

resource allocation mechanisms are responsible for 

taking direct account of the current significance of 

each resource within the environment defined by 

cloud in order to utilize the algorithms to properly 

assign resources of physical as well as virtual type 

to developer applications, thus reducing operating 

costs of the cloud. Allocations of machines of 

virtual categories are usually divided in to two 

sections. The very initial part is allowing the new 

desires for virtual machine set-up along with virtual 

machine placement on hosts. The other section is 

optimizing the present virtual machine allocation. 

Optimizing the current allocation of VMs is 

distributed into two steps: in the primary action 

involves selection of virtual machines that need to 

be migrated whereas secondary action involves the 

selected virtual machines to be placed by allocation 

algorithm on the host machine[3].In the cloud 

context, to achieve user satisfaction and optimize 

the gain for cloud service providers, an active 

resource allocation strategy is needed. And the 

virtual machine placement algorithm guarantees 

that virtual machines on the real host machines are 

allocated efficiently and cost-effectively. 
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The problematic area -Our statement of problem 

can be defined as follows: 

• Assume Host List = {H1,H2,H3,Hn } Is a list of 

available physical hosts to process requests from 

virtual machines. 

• The requests from the virtual machine created in a 

partition. 

In this paper , an competent framework for 

placement of virtual machine has been established 

which can assign virtual machines that use fewer 

number of host machines (cost-effective allocation) 

as well as can meet as many requests as possible 

(reducing SLA violations).The Virtual machine is 

made up of virtual type hardware along with a real 

package of software. The VMs provide a complete 

setup for the application to run the same as they do 

on their personal servers. Collectively with every 

hardware and software package ,organization 

requires are responsible for the development and 

implementation of cloud, which can make the use 

of virtual machines still more important than it's 

been so far[2,5]. Virtual machine allocation to the 

particular physical resource needs to be cost-

effective in order to optimize resource utilization 

and work in less time. In cloud computing, virtual 

machine placement is often generated by the 

consideration of any three types of classes [6] i.e., 

reservation along with on-demand access as well as 

spot markets [7]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this paper different VM placement strategies 

followed by open source technologies. Along with 

Different algorithm like: Rank scheduling 

algorithm, Ranking, Greedy First Fit algorithm, and 

Virtual Machine scheduler algorithm and time 

complexity is discussed.  

Strategies Followed by Open-Source Solutions-To 

prioritize available resources. According to the 

priority, [8][9] this assigned scheduler establishes 

the virtual machine having the highest priority on 

the host [11]. This used algorithm considers desires 

as well as predefined position as the input and 

generates the amount of resources where the virtual 

machine can be placed as the outcome [10, 12]. 

The rank scheduling algorithm is used for this 

process. For establishment of a virtual category of 

machine dependent on the primary host, Eucalyptus 

requires selecting the resource along with Greedy 

First fit algorithm. The strategy of first fit Greedy 

selection of the node which can operate the VM 

initially is chosen as the host for the placement of 

virtual machine. Nevertheless, the strategy of 

selection for the Round Robin tool continues to 

pick nodes of the host until an appropriate node of 

host can be located to operate the virtual machine. 

Such two algorithms acquire VM requests as input 

and generate the assigned resource number in 

which the resource can be put as outcome. 

 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

 

Proposed framework- 

Figure 1describes the model in order to allocate the 

virtual machines to compensate the physical host 

machines located in data centres. The consumer is 

able to put their requirement lists for getting any 

facility in the interface by the assistance of a 

browser in the web. This may possibly need 

computational along with storage type 

infrastructure. This type of demand is generally 

communicated to the service supplier in the cloud 

domain by internet. The service supplier will 

generally help in serving the desires by introducing 

individual needs to appropriate virtual type 

machines which can carry out the essential 

operations. The specification of virtual machine is 

generally forwarded to the hypervisor of the service 

contributor. Hypervisor utilizes the tools of 

virtualization to produce virtual machines having 

the specific condition. The manager in virtual 

machine keeps the record of created virtual 

machines. But the difficulty requires the mapping 

of the needs of virtual machine to host machines. 

For resolving this type of trouble, the manager of 

virtual machine sends the specifications of VMs to 

the virtual machine scheduler (VM Scheduler). But 

in this model as an alternative of sending demand 

directly, a binary exploration tree of requested 

virtual machines is formed which is sent to VM 

Scheduler. This is generally required for 

improvement of the resource utilization that is 

described in subsequent sub section in the 

algorithm. Currently, VM scheduler will obtain the 

utmost essential node from that tree of virtual 

machine along with searching for a host which will 

fit finest with the necessity. The implementation of 

the strategy of best-fit to the entire physical assets 

are organized logically in a binary tree searching 

pattern while searching a host utilizing this data 

arrangement will acquire in average O (log N) time 

where N represents the of physical hosts. This will 

lessen the time for allocation. The scheduler will 
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return the host number after getting the appropriate 

host to virtual machine manager for placing of 

virtual machine on that host. After this manager of 

the virtual machine has every information 

regarding the virtual machine along with its 

location. This will transmit a service activating 

message to client/user after which client/user can 

generally access the service for a specified interval 

[13]. 

 

 

 

 

 

[Figure 1: Proposed framework] 

The virtual machine scheduler algorithm- 

Let HostList= {H1, H2, H3,…Hn} is general record of physical hosts accessible which have to take action on 

requests of the virtually used machine . The request of machine used in virtual domain have been completed in a 

defined interval of time which are gathered at the virtual machine manager that are preserved in a aVMQueue, 

VMQueue= {VM1, VM2, VM3,…VMn}. The time interval is generally utilized to keep away from the problem of 

starvation in order to avoid the delay. In this case, a mapping VMQueue → HostList has to be made in a predefined 

way which will optimize the utilization of resources more rapidly. Figure 2illuminate the flow chart of planned 

algorithm where the determination of best fit is done using subsequentformula [18]. 
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Here RVMS and AHS are the requisite specification of the virtual machine as well as the specification of 

available host respectively. On getting the virtual machine request at the scheduler, a calculation of value for 

arrangement of every host in binary type search tree that starts from the root node on the way to the leaf node 

until it locates a best fit. If the value is 1 for a particular host then the assignment of best fit for that VM is done 

as it is the perfect fit host node. If the computed value is larger than 1 then that host is discarded and the 

searching will continues to its right child host node. If the value found is less than 1 i.e. a fraction within 0 to 1, 

the searching process begins in the left host node direction with a calculation at each left as well as right child 

node. If found value is less than the value calculated at its parent host node then it discontinue searching further 

with a declaration of its parent node as the best fit node. In the specified example ,five type of host nodesH1 to 

H5 are present at data centre with a memory specification (in MB) 1024, 360, 525, 575, 680 respectively. The 

organization host machines have the structure as shown below. 

 

[Figure 2:  Example of Host representation] 

In this case, let a request of virtual machine with memory specification of 480 MB reaches the scheduler. Then 

the scheduler calculate root node value i.e. H5 which is found to be 0.71. So the searching is going on in left 

direction i.e. H3 whose value is 0.91. The next host node is H2 with a calculated value 1.33 which is greater 

than 1, which needs to be rejected. Therefore, the best fit host is its parent host node with a calculated value of 

0.91. In addition to that H3 is the finest host to run the request of virtual machine. The reason behind the 

arrangement for requests of the VMs in binary search tree can be described as the phenomenon of arriving two 

VM requests at the same time with requirement of memory 510 MB and 400 MB. If the510 MB VM is 

processed first which allocated at H3 host and 400 MB demand is allocated at H4 host. The residual memory at 

H3 is 15 MB and at H4is175 MB. But if the 400 MB request is processed first and it will be allocated to host 

H3, the residual memory is 125 MB and 510 MB request is allocated to host H4, the residual memory at H4is 65 

MB. So at first a large piece of memory i.e. 175 MB can be utilized for allocating several fresh needs. But in 

second case, there may not have any utilization of two fragments of memory. Therefore, this technique has 

improvement for resource utilization.  The insertion of a fresh appeal in that interval of time will generally 

acquire an average O(log n)time. The algorithms associated with the scheduling of VM require VMTree 

i.eBSTVM as input along with the production of allocated host machine as the outcome. The detailed algorithm 

is specified below. 

Algorithm for VM Scheduler: 

1: Course of action of VMSCHEDULER (BSTVM, BSTHost) 

2:   while BSTVM ≠ Ø do 

3:     currTh←0; 
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4:     VMMAX←  

5:      Max ←  ; 

6:      if VMMAX>Maxm then 

7:         exit (0); 

8:     else 

9:         HostAlloc ← Allocate (VMMAX, BSTHost ,currTh); 

10:   end if 

11:   Delete (BSTVM, VMMAX); 

12:   Update (HostAlloc, VMMAX); 

13:   end while 

14: end procedure 

Algorithm 5- Allocate Algorithm: 

1: procedure ALLOCATE (VMMax, BSTHost, currTh) 

2:      threshold ←─VMMAX   ; 

3:      if threshold = = 1 then 

4:         return  

5:      end if 

6:     if threshold < 1 &currTh< threshold then 

7:        currTh threshold; 

8:        Allocate(VMMax, , currTh); 

9:    else 

10:      if threshold > 1 &currTh< threshold then 

11:         currTh 0; 

12:         Allocate (VMMax,  ,currTh); 

13:      else 

14:        Wait for free Host; 

15:     end if 

16:   end if 

17:   return  

18: end procedure 

Algorithm 6 -Update Algorithm: 

1:  procedure Update(HostAlloc, VMMax) 

2:       Hostnew VMMax; 

3:       Delete (BSTHost,  ); 

4:       Insert (BSTHost, Hostnew); 

5:  end procedure 

Flow chart for VM scheduling Algorithm- 
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IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The simulation of the projected model is done utilizing CloudSim toolkit [13] for creating an environment for 

applications in cloud computing. A comparison of the plannedalgorithm for VM scheduling is done with Open 

Nebula Ranking algorithm along with Eucalyptus Greedy algorithmby simulating all utilizing the identical 

toolkit. In order to simulate this environment with one data centre with seven host category machines having 

dissimilar specifications are running the simulated seven VMs requests of diverse specifications are placed on 

the host machines. The specification of the host categories of machines as well as virtual machine requests are 

listed in table 1 and table 2 correspondingly. 
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[Table 1: Host machines specification] 

Host ID Memory CPU 

core 

HDD BW 

01 02048 04 050 010000 

02 01024 04 050 010000 

03 02048 04 050 010000 

04 0512 02 020 08000 

05 01024 04 040 010000 

06 01024 04 050 010000 

07 0512 02 030 08000 

08 02048 04 050 010000 

09 01024 04 050 010000 

10 0512 02 030 0800 

 

[Table 2: Virtual machine request specification] 

VM 

ID 

memory CPU 

core 

HDD BW 

01 0256 01 010 0500 

02 02048 01 010 0500 

03 01024 01 010 0500 

04 0512 01 010 0500 

05 01024 01 010 0500 

06 0256 01 010 0500 

07 0512 01 010 0500 

08 01024 01 010 0500 

09 0512 01 010 0500 

10 01024 01 010 0500 

 

This experiment deals with variation of memory requirement for the requests of virtual machine generally for 

applications utilize intensive memory. The executions of the three involved algorithms are done autonomously 

with identical host as well as instances of virtual machine mentioned in the two tables specified above. Fig 

3describes the mapping connecting host machine with virtual machine appeal. Fig 4explains the accessible 

memory at every host subsequent to the scheduling of all virtual machines have been done to appropriate hosts 

that is indicated by the resource utilization of three utilized algorithms. Ultimately fig 5demonstrates the plot 

connecting the scheduling algorithms along with the consumption of time by every one of them to execute the 

whole process. 
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 Greedy Algorithm Ranking Algorithm Proposed Algorithm 

VM1 H1 H1 H3 

VM2 H3 H3 H1 

VM3 H1 H8 H2 

VM4 H1 H1 H4 

VM5 H2 H1 H5 

VM6 H1 H8 H3 

VM7 H4 H2 H7 

VM8 H5 H5 H6 

VM9 H6 H6 H10 

VM10 H8 H9 H9 

 

[Figure 3: Mapping connecting host machine with virtual machine] 

 

[Figure 4:  Available memory at each and every host subsequent to allocation] 

The graph described in fig 4 established that the utmost memory available at host H3 and H8 utilizing the 

planned algorithm so that the host H3 and H8 can be used for two higher specifications VM request, if any 

arrives at the designated time. The projected algorithm has two large peaks in the plot at H3 and H8, while the 

other algorithms have numerous little peaks. This demonstrates utilization of resources for projected algorithm 

is better in comparison to other two. 
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[Figure 5: Time taken (in ms) for allocation of the VM requests] 

V. CONCLUSION 

In world of cloud computing, the request for the 

infrastructure is generally served by allocating 

virtual machines depending on underlying physical 

infrastructure. The services for the immediate as 

well as short time user requests have to be done 

speedily by the allocation of virtual type machines 

to them. These allocated virtual machines 

placement have to be done on appropriate host 

machines present in the authentic infrastructure for 

the efficient service of user requests in smaller 

interval of time. Therefore, proficient algorithms 

for allocating resources have to be executed at the 

hypervisor for doing the job in lesser interval of 

time while optimizing the utilization of resources. 

This paper presents our experimental outcomes 

which explain that the projected framework is 

capable to provide an improvement in allocating 

resources for efficient utilization along with serving 

more amounts of requests for resources at a time 

without compromising the time for allocation. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

The future work can deals with introduction of 

algorithms based on fuzzy logic which utilize the 

advantages from different criteria of selection 

forming a rule for VM selection. Also, an possible 

design can be done for making further eco-friendly 

IT infrastructures with realistic amount of on-

demand operating expenditure for improvement of 

the superiority of cloud computing. The security 

issues are one of the major concerns to be 

considered in the future.[14]The VM placement 

researches with its negligence makes the entire 

cloud systems susceptible to a variety of security 

attacks as well as hamper the cloud computing 

significant role in the upcoming IT systems. 
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